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Module Specification 


1. Module Title:				Technical English



2. Module Codes:				ENG101  and  ENG102



3. Module Level:				First Class, 2014-15



4. Module Leader:				Patrick Sweeney



5. Teaching Semester:			Semester 1, 2014-15: ENG101;

						Semester 2, 2015:       ENG102



6. Credit Rating for the module:		ENG101: 2 credits; 

						ENG102: 2 credits



7. Prerequisites and co-requisites

Course or module content is designed to support students’ concurrent studies in Engineering and Science and so the advance requirements are the same. Consequent upon this, the course is designed to accommodate all First Class students and incorporates the lexis of their main field of study. There will be an early diagnostic test in order to ascertain the level of each student.






ENG101

Summary of ENG101

ENG101 introduces students to, and develops, Academic Writing skills specific to their undergraduate studies. It begins with first principles and simple descriptive writing with students getting to practice writing a paragraph on a single topic.

As part of the development of these writing skills, students get to use sequence markers in ENG101.

The 101 course emphasizes basic rules of punctuation and capitalization and their role in aiding comprehension.

Vocabulary essential for students’ specialisms in their First Year studies is included in 101 and recorded in the portfolio (see below).

Grammar points include conjugation of Present Simple verbs and the Present Continuous and Past Simple tenses.

Reading texts and exercises, such as cloze/gap fills, are employed for practicing this grammar.

ENG101 students should also be able to interpret a graph, histogram, or table and describe their units of measurements and what they show, orally and in writing, in simple sentences. NB:- Students are not expected to master this as a writing technique in 101.

Speaking and Listening focus on English for classroom, with special emphasis at the 101 level on asking questions related to classroom situations such as asking for assistance or explanation from the teacher.

In addition to basic academic writing, reading, grammar and vocabulary, ENG101 students are taught other skills essential to classroom communication and efficiency in English, viz. immediately following paragraph. For pedagogical justification, oral and written practice are mutually reinforcing.  




Description of ENG101 (with some extracts in blue)

* In a classroom or laboratory setting, teachers continually elicit information, gauge students’ grasp of a topic or obtain feedback by asking a question. Students, in turn, use question forms to seek answers or support. Thus the course begins by practicing the technique of asking a question in its many guises. Related activities aim specially to provide students in ENG101 with this basic language for the classroom and for their general studies.

* The first writing task involves students writing about their surroundings (e.g. ‘I see a …’; ‘There are …’; ‘The room has a …’, thereby also getting to practice these fundamental structures). This writing task is introduced orally by way of elicitation using the aforementioned structures. Prepositions/prepositional phrases are of course an essential ingredient of this activity and students also get to practice and extend their knowledge thereof. An extension homework exercise could require students to write about the science lab, their favorite room, or their town.

* Students learn to employ sequence markers such as in the example below.

	Fill in the blank spaces with an appropriate expression from the following list:
  
First, …; Next, …; After that, …; Then, …; Finally, …; when.

* Another requirement for writing that students work on is punctuation as in the following example.

Punctuate the following paragraph.

Writing
writing is a skill that requires a lot of practice you need to have a good vocabulary and know the basic grammar well and you must be able to think and plan before you start writing when you are ready to …

* Present Simple: Reading text:

The Man with Thirteen Jobs
	Seumas McSporran is a very busy man. He is 61 years old and he has 13 jobs. He is a postman, a policeman, a fireman, a taxi driver, a schoolbus driver, a boatman, a …

* Past Simple: Reading text:

                                                  The Man with Thirteen Jobs	(continued)
	“Every day I get up at six o’clock and I make breakfast for the guests. At 7 I take the children to school. I collect the letters at nine o’clock.
…




* Vocabulary; Present Simple versus Past Simple:

Fill each gap with a suitable form of a word from the box.

piece (n.)      mark (v.)        some      finish (v.)       get (v.)       be (v.)     consist      do* (v.)              there        …
* The verb ‘do’ is required more than one time.

      I do the same things nearly every day. I ______ up at around six o’clock, have a shower and ______ on my clothes. Then, I _________ breakfast. My breakfast ______________ of several strong cups of …
      Yesterday was different, however. My alarm clock …

* In ENG101, students are encouraged to begin keeping a Student Portfolio, a file of their English Language learning and progress. At the 101 level, students are required only to keep a portfolio with a cover page and items of vocabulary included in a sentence (for contextual meaning and to aid memory). For further details and an example of how to record portfolio vocabulary, see under ENG102 below.




Summary description of assessment items for ENG101

Assessment type
Description of item
% Weighting
Grading
Tariff
Frequency/
Date
Homework



7 items
10%


Approximately 
One item per week
Portfolio






Week 1 through Week 8

Quizzes/
Speaking test
4 quizzes
30%


During semester


Project/
Presentation




Towards end of semester


Final Examination  
  

60%


End of semester














ENG102


Summary of ENG102

In ENG102, the students progress to writing a title, an introductory paragraph, body paragraphs and a conclusion as well as the thesis statement and topic sentences.

ENG102 students further develop their writing skills by learning to include comparatives, conjunctions/connectors and other linking words.

In ENG102, students practice paraphrasing in order to vary the language used and to write information from other sources in their own words. They learn how to paraphrase by substitution of synonyms, rearrangement of clauses, modification of clauses, and other methods.  

ENG102 introduces and builds on this and further develop Academic Writing skills. At the more advanced level, students will practice extraction and summarizing of information from a text, or texts, comparison essay writing, cause and effect essays and ultimately report writing based on the student’s research of a specific topic. 

102 Reading includes texts related to Science and Engineering. Texts are examined closely in order to develop analytical skills and draw inferences.

At the 102 level, students should also be able to understand the information in a graph or table and describe same both in writing and orally.

Level 102 Reading also introduces skimming a text for general understanding and scanning a text for specific information.



Description of ENG102 (extracts in blue)

* The first structured writing involves a beginning, a middle (of one body paragraph) and an end using pre-taught language and logical steps. This can be done individually, in pairs, or by different students writing different parts of the same essay.
   
* The most frequently occurring verbs plus verbs specific to Engineering and Science are worked on, specifically their tenses, number, and active and passive forms, especially the present passive (see example paragraph below) because it is required for describing laboratory experiments.

How Water and Gas are Removed from Crude Oil

	Water and gas are removed from crude oil in the following way. First, crude oil is pumped from an oil well to a water settling tank, _________ water is removed. …………….. the oil is sent to a gas separator, ……………. gas is separated from the oil. ………………..when (or after) the oil is sent to a …

The above paragraph, in addition to requiring insertion of sequence markers (revised from Level 101), contains many present passive forms (underlined).

* Adjective clauses. The focus here is on identifying whether the information is defining or non-defining and observing that an adjectival clause can sometimes be moved to different locations in a sentence. Students are shown examples of sentences with one or more such clauses and the transformations that can be performed on such as sentence on the board. Students are then asked to identify such clauses in academic reading texts. Examples to compare:

a. The Golden Gate Bridge, which spans the entrance to San Francisco Bay, was completed
    in 1937.
b. The GGB, which was completed in 1937, spans the entrance to SFB.
c. Completed in 1937, the GGC spans the …

* Towards the end of ENG102 students are expected to give a short presentation on a topic related to their studies and which has been approved by their lecturer. This is done mainly outside class time but in continual consultation with the lecturer. The formula corresponds closely with that of a piece of writing, with the presenter giving a brief introductory outline before proceeding to the main part or body of the presentation and then concluding by summarizing the main points. Students may use Power Point, an overhead projector or whiteboard in addition to any props

The Student Portfolio is continued in ENG102. The portfolio should have a cover page with name of student, faculty and name of instructor(s). The recording of new Vocabulary is an essential part of the portfolio.  Each week, the student adds words to the list, listing the different forms thereof and writing one of those forms in a sentence. Here is an example.

word
definition
synonym/
antonym
related words
SENTENCE/
mnemonic
to expand (v)

to increase in size
to contract
expansion (n); expansionary (adj) 
Most metals expand with temperature.
beaker (n)

a container for liquids used in the lab



hazardous (adj)

dangerous (e.g. easily flammable); could cause an accident


hazard (n)
Driving conditions were hazardous this morning because of ice on the roads.







In a separate part of the portfolio, the student describes something he/she read, heard, or watched in English during the week and expresses an opinion. The portfolio also has a cover page and a short piece of preface writing from the student describing his or her current level in English. Students can also store worksheets, homework and other items in portfolio. The portfolio may be graded at end of ENG101 and ENG102, with the different parts given specific weightings.


Summary description of assessment items for ENG102

Assessment type
Description of item
Weighting


Frequency/
Date
Homework

10 items
10%


Week 1 through Week 12

Portfolio


  5%


Assessed near end of Semester 2

Quizzes

5 quizzes
15%


During Semester 2


Presentation/
Project


10%


By end of Semester 2


Final Examination


60%


End of Semester 2


























Learning Outcomes for ENG101 and ENG102

On successful completion of these modules students should be able successfully to demonstrate their mastery of the above skills both to themselves and to the University by way of continuous assessment and examination. Skills required on completion of modules are as follows.
	a. Students should have the ability to ask and answer questions related 	to the classroom and everyday social interaction. The student, for 	example, should be able to ask for information and assistance in the 	classroom, or enquire about a homework deadline and be able to ask 	and answer questions such as those that typically are part of, say, an 	employment or course application form.
	b. Students should be familiar with the vocabulary involved in the 	aforementioned questions and answers. In addition, they have to 	understand the vocabulary of concurrent studies in Engineering and 	Science.
	c. In order to utilize said vocabulary, the student must also have 	mastered concomitant grammar. Principal grammar points covered:
	(i) Conjugation of verbs in the Present Simple (and when this tense is 	used); (ii) the Past Simple tense; (iii) Present Passives (specially for 	Engineering and Science students, e.g. in laboratory experiments); (iv) 	Past Passives; (v) the Present Continuous (how it is constructed and 	when it is used)
	d. Dictionary/library/study skills: The ENG101 student ought to be able 	quickly to order words, names of authors, book titles and other items 	alphabetically and find same in a dictionary, encyclopaedia or 	reference series.
	In ENG102, students must additionally be able to do library searches 	by author, book title and topic using library data system. As part of the 	above, students are given a guided tour of the library and 	demonstration.
	e. Students should be able to read, understand and answer questions 	of T/F, multiple choice and specific and general form about a text 	equivalent to the intermediate level.



Structure of ENG101 and ENG102

One weekly 2-hour lecture. Lectures may include a tutorial component or be supplemented by same. In the tutorial students receive help with concepts from the lectures or related thereto that they have not fully understood. The tutorial also gives the lecturer a more focused opportunity to assess progress by way of questions put to the students. In time, when facilities allow, there may also be language lab sessions.
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